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Summary 

The crystal and molecular structure of the thermochromic molecuie, a-l,l-diiodo-3,4- 

benzo-1-tclluracyclopentane, a-CsHsTelF has been determined from three-dimensional X-ray 

data collected by counter techniques with monochromatized MoKa radiation. a-CsHsTe12 is 

molecular_ The configuration about tellurium is distorted octahedral with the two iodine 
atoms in axial positions_ The benzylic carbon atoms and two iodine atoms from neighboring 

molecules occupy the equatorial positions. The intramoIecular Te-C (2.139(12), 2_145(12)A) 

and Te-I (2.900(l). 2_92S(l)i) distances are normal. Two intermolecular Te-s-1 interactions 

involving only one of the iodine atoms (l(2)) have distances of 3.6.53(l) and 3.878(1$ The 

shorter distance links the molecules into chains parallel to _c and the longer distance into 

chains along the 21 screw axis. The secondary bonding in yellow-orange a-CsHsTeIZ is 

relatively weak, and there are no short I-*-l distances. The compound is the lightest in color 
of the organo-tellurium iodides whose structures have been determined_ The- refinement, 

carried out using 1321 nonzero reflections for which 1>30(1), and assuming anisotropic 

thermal motion for all nonhldrogen atoms. led to a final value of the conventional R factor 
(on F) of 0.040. Crystal data (28°C) are as follows: space group PZI/c. _a = 12.599(3). b = 
9_S99(2). _c = 9.268(l)& p = 104.59(l)” and V = 1117A 3. The observed and calculated 

densities are 2_89(2)g/cm3 and 2_887(l)g/cm3, respectively_ 

Introduction 

During structural studies of a series of organotelluriun~ diiodides of the types R2Te12 
(R = p-CIC6H1) and RzTeI, (R = C,H,S, C,H,O. Ct2H80, and Ct,Hs), iMcCullough has 

pointed out a relationship between the intermolecular bonding and the colors of the 

compounds which range from orange to dark violet [l-5]. It appears that the orange-red 

crystals involve onl) l’c4 inrcrmolccular bonds, and that the dark \ iolct color- results when 

I-*-I intermolecular bonds are present. Despite the importance of understanding the nature of 
these interactions, particularly in a broader context, an electronic spectroscopic 

characterization of these compounds has not ‘been reported. r\lthough differences in color 

appear :a result from differences in the type and extent of heavy atom (7’e.l) interactions. a 
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comparative spectroscopic study of the compounds would necessitate consideration of the 

electronic influence of the organic group. R. as well. One approach to circumvent the added 

complexity of the different organic groups in a comparative study is to consider polymorphic 

systems of a given compound. Such an approach would allow direct comparison of the heavy 

atom interactions between compounds without regard for the organic group. 

To date, only two organotcllurium iodide polymorphs have been structurally described 

[6.7]_ These polymorphs arc of the triiodide, 2-biphcnylyltclIurium triiodide. and as such 

appear more complex than the simpler diiodide systems_ Recently, Giinthcr and Ziolo 

prepared two modifications of the cyclic organotcllurium diiodide, l,l-diiodo-3,4-benzo-l- 

telluracyclopentane, which were subsequently shown to bc polymorphs [S]. Details of the 

intermolecular interactions were not available. As part of our effort to structurally and 

spectroscopically characterize these solids. we have determined, and report here, the structure 

of the yellow-orange polpmorph, ~L,HsTeI,_ 

Espcrimcntal Section 

SuitabIe crystals of a-CsHgTe12 were kindly provided by Dr. W.H.H. Giinther. These 

were prepared by the method previously described [S]_ 

CrysLallographic data 

A preliminary investigation of several of the crystals by means of oscillation and 

Weisscnberg photographs showed them to have monoclinic symmetry and systematic 

absences h01, I = 2ntl. consistent with earlier data [S]. A crystal bounded by {OOl}, 4100). 

(010). and (210) with crystal dimensions normal to these faces of 0.01, 0.005, 0.0084, and 

0.01 mm was.mounted with g approximately along the @ ;Lyis of a Syntex Pi diffractometer 

equipped with a scintillation counter and a graphite monochromator. Scans of Ok0 reflections 

showed OkO, k = 2n+l, to be absent. The automatic centering, indexing and least-squares 

routines of the instrument were applied to 1.5 selected reflections in the 28 range from 31” to 

43” to obtain lattice parameters. Based on x (IMoK~) 0.71073& the results at 28°C are _a = 

12_.599(3)i. @ = 9X99(2)& g = 9.268(l)& p = 104.89(l)“, V = 1117.1(4)A3. Previously 

reported ccl1 constants were determined at 23°C and gave a slightly smaller volume (0.4%) [S]. 

Ihe density calculated on the basis of four molcculcs per unit ccl1 is 2SS?( l)g/cd while that 

measured by flotation in bromoform is Z.S9(2)g/cmj_ The space group is P2I/c. 

The intensity data were collected with MoKa radiation, a scan rate of 3.0” min-*, and a 

scan range from 1.7” below the Ku, peal-. to 1.5” above the KU> peak. Background counts 

were taken for one-half thu scan time at each end of the scan range. lntcnsities of three 

standard reflections (132). . (312). and (112) were recorded after every 97 intensity 

measurements. The standards showed only random variations in a range consistent with the 
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respective values of (T(I). With 28 maximum = 550, 2838 reflections were measured, 

including 93 checks of standard rcflcctions. The remaining 2745 unique reflections included 

163 space group absences and 1261 reflections for which 1<30(1)_ The latter were considered 

unobserved and were omitted from the refinement. The data were corrected for Lorentz and 

polarization effects and processed as previously described [5], with a value of 0.04 for p_ 

Absorption corrections (p = S3.3 cm- * for IMoK~ radiation) were made based on the 

dimensions and crystal face assignments given above.7 The resulting transmission factors 

ranged from 0.735 to 0.848. 

De~errnit~arion and refirremetrr of [he smcmre 

Positions for the tellurium and iodine atoms were obtained from a three-dimensional 

Patterson summation. The eight carbon atoms were located on a Fourier map and their 

positional and isotropic thermal parameters were reIincd with the positional and anisotropic 

thermal parameters of the tellurium and iodine atoms. This refinement converged to a 

conventional R index of 0.05 and a weighted index of 0.053. A difference Fourier showed 

maxima in the range 0.7 f 0.2e-i-3 at positions close to those calculated for the eight 

hydrogen atoms based on C-H distances of 0.95i. In the subsequent refinement, the 

hydrogen atoms were included in the structure factor calculations with positional pararnzters 

fixed at the calculated values and with assigned isotropic thermal parameters of 5.0i2_ The 

least-squares refmement converged at R = OX?40 and Rw = 3.042. In the final least-squares 

cycle, the largest shifts in a positional and thermal parameter for tellurium or iodine was 0.01 

u and for carbon 0.03 U. The Iinal “goodness of lit” delined as [~w(]Fo]-]Fc])~/(No- 

Nv)]1’2was 1.11. In this expression No = 1321, the number of observed reflections, and NV 

= 100, the number of variable parameters_ In the final difference Fourier, no peaks above 

0.7 e-is3 were noted. 

Final atomic positional :md thermal p:n.unr’tcrs arc listed in Tahlcs I and I I. Tlw mot- 

mean-squaw amplitudes of \ ibration of non-hydrogen atoms along the thrw principal ales of 

the vibrational ellipsoids. together with the corresponding I3 vaiucs. arc given in Table I I I.* 

The structure Iactors. calculated on the basis of the tabulated paramctcrs. i1I-C listed in Table 

IV_* The atomic scattering factors ywe those given in Table 2.2A of refcrwcc 9. The rea! 

and imagin:n-y components of anomalous dispersion from l‘ablc 23.1 of rcfcrcnce 9. were 

applied to the scattering f:tctors for Te and I. An nnnl>sis of the values of lll-ol-lFc]]/~(Fo) 

for the 1261 unobscrvcd rcilcctions sho\vcd 7~3% to bc less than 1, 16% in the range from 1 to 

2. 4.3% in the range from 2 to 3. and 1.2 % in the range from 3 to -1. Three rcllcctions had 

va!ut‘s grelitcr than 4, with a m:L\imum value of 5.2. 
__~ 

Tables III. IV and VII have been dcpclsitcd as NI\PS IXu~mcnr No.O3485(S pages). Order from 
ASWNAI’S. c/o Microfiche Publications. I’. 0. Isox 3513: Grand Cc111r.d Smrwn. NW York. NY 10017. A 
copy can be zecurcd by citing the docmncnr numhcr. ranming ST00 br phorocopics or S3.00 for microtiche. 
Ad\ancc paymcnr is required. hlakc checks payabIc IO hlicrofichc Publications. Outside the United Starts 
md CanadA. postage is S3.00 for a photocopy or S1.00 for a fiche. 
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TABLE I . 

Atomic positional parameters in dI,H,TeIza 

Atom X Y z 

l(1) 
I(2) 
Te 
C(1) 
C(2) 
C(3) 

%{ 
C(6) 
C(7) 
C(S) 
H(Ub 
H(2) 
H(3) 
H(4) 
H(5) 
H(6) 
H(7) 
H(S) 

0.24625(S) O-43457( 10) 
0.00247(S) O-70414(9) 
0.1 lSS2(7) 0.56499(S) 
O-2022( 10) O-4474( 11) 
0.2987(11) 0.5303(12) 
O-3663(12) 0_4811(14) 
O-4565( 13) O-5555(17) 
0.4803(10) O-6762( 19) 
O-4139(12) O-7267( 15) 
O-3223( 10) O-6551(12) 
0.2477(W) O-7094(12) 
O-228 0.360 
0.152 0.427 
0.352 _ 0.397 
0.507 0.525 
0.545 0.728 
0.432 O-814 
0.287 0.727 
0.214 0.801 

0.01169(11) 
0.38428(11) 
0.19178(9) 
0.3815(13) 
0_4652(14j 
O-5982( 17) 
0.667606) 
0_6170(17j 
O-4822( 16) 
O-4079( 13) 
0.2649(14) 
0.348 
0.446 . 
0.642 
0.760 
0.671 
0.440 
0.185 
0.285 

Tstimatcd standard deviations in the least significant digits are given in parcnthcscs in this and in following 
tables_ 

%hc assigned paramctcrs of the hydrogen atoms wcrc not included in the least-squares rctincmcnt. 

TABLE II 

Atomic thermal parameters in a-C,H,TeIza 

Atom ;3t1 P22 p33 p12 p13 b23 

II;; 
76(l) 93( 1) l-10(2) -7(l) 410) 
630) 120(l) 5(l) 31(l) ::g 

Te- 
C(l) 
C(2) 
C(3) 
C(4) 

$; 
C(7) 
C(S) 

79jl j -4ii j 
lOO( 18) 20(10) 
74(17) 12( 10) 

157(26) 16(11) 
103(21) 37(15) 

2z1 
24( 
17( 
7( 

jlj -2(i j 
,11) 22( 13) 
;ll) 3U3) 
,14) -13(17) 
14) -14(19) 

7) 127(23 j i2ii4j _ oi12j 
X12) 5(13) 

a;;{ 
ios(2ij 
S2( 17) 
SS( 18) 

G(9) 
-2O( 10) 

20( 
12( 

li) 
11) 

-S(i2j 
4U3) 

zAII parxmctccs have been rrnrfriplicd by lO4. 
cxp[-&h’ - &k’ - /Q3!’ + 2/3!$” -i 

The anisotropic tcmpcraturc factor cxprcscion is of the Form 
2/3,+11 + Zfi,,kl)]. Isotropic thermal paramctcrs for all bydrogcn 

atoms wzrc msigncd to bc 5.0A2_ 
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Description and Discussion of the Structure 

The crystal structure of a-(l.l-diiodo-3,4-benzo-l-telluracyclcpentane) consists of 

C8H8Te12 molecules linked by intermolecular Te---I contacts. The molecule and a view of the 

unit cell are shown in Figures 1 and 2. respectively_ Bond distances and angles within the 

molecule are listed in Table V, and important intermolecular distances and angles are given 

in Table VI. 

The configuration about tellurium is distorted octahedral, as has been found for previous 

structures [3-51, with I(1) and I(2) in the axial positions normal to the benzo-l- 

tellurocyclopentane ring. The i(l)-Te-I(2) angle is 176.53(4)“_ Carbon acorns 1 and 8 of the 

ring system and two iodine atoms (l(2)*. [s, 1/2-y, -l/2+-2]; I(2)“, [Y, -1/2+y, 1/2-z]) from 

two neighboring molecules occupy the equatorial positions. The primary source of the 

distortion from ideal geometry is the location of the I(2)” atom. The X-Te-X (X = CJ) 

angles involving I(2)” show distortions from the ideal value of between 15 and 20” while 

those not involving I(2)” show distortions of between 1 and 7”. 

The Te-C distances of 2_145(12) and 2_139(1$ are identical to the sum of the single 

covalent bond radii, 2.14i [lo]. The C(l)-Te-C(8) angle is 86.0(5)” and is greater than the 

corresponding angles in dibenzotcllurophene (81.7(2)“) [I I] and dibenzotellurophene diiodide 

(81.8(2)“) [S], presumably due to the longer C-C bond length. Carbon-tellurium-carbon 

angles in other cyclic systems range from 91 to 1000 [5], and are at the high end of this range 

rhc 50% prohabilir) Icvcl. 

lines. 
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Figure 2. Projccdon. down ihc _b. axis. of a sclcctcd portion of the structure of cx-CSHSTcIz ccntercd about 
0.0.1/2_ The symbols. A(OO0). and so on, used to designate individual molcculcs arc given in Footnote a. 
Table VI. 

TABLE V 

Bond distances and angles in a-C8H8TeI, 

Distances. A 

Te-l(l) 2_900( 1) C(3Nx4) l-367(20) 
Te-I(2) 2.928( 1) C(4)-C(5) l-345(21) 
Te-C( 1) 2_145( 12) C(WJ6) l-405(20) 
Te-C(S) 2_139(12) C(6)-C(7) l-379(17) 
WK(2) l-507( 18) C(7)-C(S) 1.513(17) 
C(2m3) l-394( 18) C(2m7) 1.406(16) 

Bond Ancrles. Des 

I(l)-Te-I(2) 
I(l)-Te-C( 1) 
I( l)-Te-C(8) 
l(2)-Te-C( 1) 
1(2)-vFe-C(8) 
Te-C( 1)-C(2) 
C(l)-C(2)-C(3) 
C( l)-C(2)-C(7) 
C(3)-C(2)-C(7) 

176.53(4) 
90.2(3) 
S9.6(3) 
88.4(3) 
57.2(3) 
106.7(S) 
lf9.6(11) 
120.3(11) 
120.0(12) 

C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 
C(+C(5)-C(6) 
C(5)-C(6)-C(7) 
C(6)-C(7)-C(2) 
C(6)-C(7)-C(S) 
C(2)-C(7)-C(S) 
C( 7)-C(S)-Te 
C( I)-Te-C(S) 

118.2(14) 
123.2(14) 
119.4( 14) 
119.5(14) 
119_6(12) 
120.4(12) 
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TABLE VI 

lntcnnolecular distances and angles about iodine and tellurium in cr-C,HsTeI~” 

Distances about Te, A Anplcs about l(2), Deg 

TeJ(2) ’ 

Te...1(2)*V 
3.653(l) 
3.878(l) 

Te*-1(2)‘_..Te 
Te**-1(2)~~...Te 

Te-* J(2) * _..Te 

127.32(4) 
123.93(3) 

68.04(3) 

Angles about Te, Deg 

I(l)-Te.._1(2)’ 
I(l)-Te...I(2)” 

!(2)-Te...I(2)* 

l(2)-Te_..I(2)** 

I(2) * .._Te._.I(2)‘* 

90_00(4) 
74.68(3) 

91.01(3) 

107.97(3) 

111.96(3) 

C(l)-Tc_..I(2)’ 
C( l)-Te...I(2)** 

C(S)-Te...I(2) ’ 

C(8)-Te.._I(2)‘* 

173-l(3) 
74.7(3) 

S7.1(3) 

154.8(3) 

“Intcnnolccualr bonds arc indicarcd hcrc and in Figure 2 by means of dotted lines. Unprimcd atoms arc in 
sbmmctry position A of the or&in cell. jOO0): single pruned atoms arc in pcwion I) of cell (011): dtl~tbly 
pkmcd atoms xc in position C of cc11 (310) and rnply primed atoms xc in position 11 of ccl1 (010). Posmon 
A: x. y. z; 13: x. l/Z-y. 1/2-k& c: H. 1/23-y, l/2-1.: I>: F. y. L 

in noncyclic systems [12]. The Te-C-C angles are 106.7(S) and 106.9(S)” and are s!ightIy 

smaller than the corresponding angles in C,H,OTeI, [3], C,?H,TeI, 151, and C,,HsTe [ll]. 

The intramolecular Te-I distances of 2.900(l) and 2.928(1)A are longer than the sum of the 

respective single covalent bond radii (2.70.% [lo], and are near the usual value of 2.94i 

observed for axial Te-1 distances in other R=Tel, structures [2-S]. 

As in other organotellurium diiodides [2-51, and in the triiodides [6,7], intermolecular 

bonding plays an important roIe in a-C,H,TeI,. Secondary bonds are all .of the Te*-I type 

and involve only one of the iodine atoms, I(2). As a result, the Te-I(2) distance is 

significantly longer (280) than the Te-I(l) distance Additionally. the C(1,8)-Te-I(2) angles 

are slightly smaller than the C(l,S)-Te-I(1) angles lthich are 90”. resulting in a slight bending 

of the I-Te-I axis toward the planar rin, 0 away from the other iodine atoms. There are no 

short I-q-1 distances_ Two different Te--*I(i) contacts occur, and are indicated by dotted lines 

in Figure 2: Te---I(2)’ -at 3.653(1)i and Te---i(2)” at 3.S7S(l)k Both arc much shorter than 

the sum of the van der Waals radii, 4.3.5i [l I]. The shorter TV-I distance links the molecules 

into chains parallel to the _c axis while the longer type links the molecules into chains along 

the 2, screw axis. The cIosest intermolecular contacts are H(3)---H(5) [l-s, y-1/2. 1.5-z], 2.52A 

and C(G)---H(7) (s. 1.5-y. li2-k-z) at 2.8Ok 

The I---Tea-I angle apparently can have a wide range of values and does not correlate with 
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the C-Te-C angle. In the present structure the angle is 111_96(3)” and is larger than the 

corresponding I-*-T?1 angle in the three known octahedral diiodides. The values of the 

angle in these molecules is 72_72(2)” for C,H,OTeI [3], 77_71(4)” for C,,H,OTeI, [4], and 

91.13(l)” for C,,KsTe12 [5]. 

Scvcn planes in the a-CsHyTclZ molecule with atom deviations are dcscribcd in Table 

\‘I I.* The nine-member hetcro ring is planar with the maximum atom deviation being 

-0.04i (C(1)) and the minimum O.OOOi (C(S)). The tellurium atom is 0.03A from the plane. 

The six C-C distances in the bcnzcnc portion of the nine-mcmbcrcci ring have a mean 

v311te** of 1_353(10)~_ The two nonarc,;natic C-C distances have values of 1.507(18) and 

1_513(17)‘X. The mean C-C-C angle for all C-C-C angles in the molecule is 120_0(4)“. 

Secondary bonding in the light orange a-C8HSTeI, is all of the Tc---I type with only one 

iodine atom involved. and the bonds are of two types. Compared with other organotellurium 

iodine compounds. the secondary bonding in the prcscnt compound is weak. The bond order 

[lo] of the two Te---I interactions in a-C,H,l-13, is 0.02 and O-04_ In the bright red 

CtzHsTeI~ for example, two Te---I interactions occur, both of bond order 0.03 [5]_ Not 

unexpectedly. a-CsHaTeI, is the lightest in color of all the organotcllurium diiodides whose 

structures have been determined [2-51. Our observations thus support the high degree of 

correlation noted by iVlcCulIough between the color and the type and degree of secondary 

bonding_ Presumably, the origin of the color is an iodine to tellurium charge transfer 

transition in the ultra violet region. A comparison of the available intermolecular distances 

for all of the organotcllurium iodidcs will be presented upon the completion of the structure 

of the other modification of a-CsH8Te12, the red polymorph, p-C8HsTeI,. In this molecule 

the Tea-1 interaction is expected to be greater. 
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~WIC computer programs used in rhc prcscnt work xc listed in footnorc 3 of ref. 5. Ihc function HwllFoi- 
/Fc~[~ U;IF minimircd in the Ic,~sr-squares rcIincmcnr and the discrcpnncy indices wcrc dcfincd as R = XllFol- 
Ii=clI/ZlI-%‘ol and Ilw = [~~,(ll’ol-l~=l)‘/zw!,,l”]‘/’ where w = [1/0(Fo)]~_ 

“Srrtndard dcviarions for rhc mcnn values of cquivalcnt distances or nnglcs wcrc crtlculatcd as [Z(x-i$2/(n(n- 

1)$‘2- 
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